
Verden 
Wes Bassett 

Mission Arcs: 

Rite of Passage Arc: 

Overview: 
The player is given the task of rite of passage and must travel out into the desert ruins south-west of the 
mountain city to seek out his own quest and find his path to follow in life. Once he gets to the ruins, he 
falls into a pit and his next goal is to get out and survive. On his way through the underground ruins, he 
finds a powerful sword and shield that the player hears hums and must use these weapons to leave the 
caverns alive. 

Section 1: Leaving the city 
Objectives: 

• Leave your house and ask around the town square for directions and assistance. 

• The weapon merchant gives the player a dagger, and the food merchant gives him some food 
and water, wishing him luck. 

• Guards just outside the city square tell you the direction of the desert ruins and to be wary of 
outcasts along the way. 

• Travel on camel to the ruins. 

 

Side Quest: While travelling to the ruins, there is a small group of men and women off the beaten 
path. If the player gets within 20 yards the outcasts will surround the player and demand for his 
goods. The player can either (1) give them his goods, (2) fight them off or (3) kill them all. If the 
player refuses to offer his goods up, he will be forced to fight them off. After killing half of the 
outcasts, the player will then be offered surrender from the outcasts. At that point, the player has 
the choice to accept their surrender or kill them all. 

Reward: Depending on how the side quest is handled, the player can be rewarded with one of the 
following: 

(1) Loses all food, water, camel and other items (dagger). Will be rewarded handsomely in a later 
mission arc. With more than 300 coins. For rest of mission arc, has less health and deals less 
damage. 

(2) Player is given extra 2 food, 1 water and 20 coins. 
(3) Player loots the dead for a bonus 5 food, 3 water, 83 coins and a large broken log as a shield. 



Section 2: Entering the Ruins 
Objectives: 

• Search the ruins for a message, item of profound meaning or an entrance. 

• Falls into a trap door. 

• Must try to find the way out. 

• Fight against risen skeletons 

• Obtain the Sword of power and Shield of Protection. 

Reward: A powerful sword and shield. Upon gathering them, the necessity of food and water are gone. 
Full health restored. 

Section 3: Leaving the Ruins 
Objectives:  

• Defeat the earth golem who has surfaced upon picking up the sword and shield.  

• Exit the ruins quickly as it falls while avoiding skeletons and boulders. Boulders knock the player 
over, keeping them in place for a short time. Skeletons slow the players movement. 

Side Quest: After defeating the mini-boss, there is a large sack of coins near the exit of the room 
containing 500 coins. If the player picks up the large sack of coins, their movement speed is reduced by 
25%.  

Reward: If they manage to carry it out of the cave without it being swiped by a skeleton, without 
dropping the sack AND the player is able to outrun the cave from killing them, they will be allowed to 
keep the 500 coins in their inventory without the hinder to their movement. 



Rite of Passage Beat Sheet: 
Below is a legend to the following beat sheet’s that show what minute to minute gameplay will look like 
for each section of the arc. 

Legend Color Association 
Travel – Movement from 1 area to another. May 
include small pockets of random combat. 

 

Combat – Fighting with artificial intelligent 
characters 

 

Cinematic – Either an animated clip, with or 
without player control, or dialogue with non-
player characters 

 

Boss Fight – Boss fight. Higher level of difficulty 
and more critical thinking. Specially scripted.  

 

Puzzle – Challenge that requires mental thinking 
to solve in order to progress. 

 

Side Quest – Represents optional or bonus 
quests that lend itself to the main arc. May be a 
part of the main quest, but requires additional 
objective completion. 

SQ 

 

 

Section 1: Leaving the City 
 

      SQ SQ SQ   
 Total time: 11 minutes 

 

Section 2: Entering the Ruins 
 

            
Total Time: 12 minutes 

 

Section 3: Leaving the Ruins 
 

     SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ   
Total Time: 14 minutes 

  



Witches Hut Arc: 

Overview: 
Upon leaving the cave and returning back home, everyone is shocked at what the player was able to find 
on his quest. The player is tasked by the elders of the village to take the caravan north to the mountain 
village clan and seek out the mystical witch in the nearby swamps. She will give the knowledge 
necessary to know what to do with these artifacts of power.  

Section 1: Head to the witches hut 
Objectives: 

• You arrive at the mountain village clan with the caravan and are given an opportunity to 
purchase goods and equipment before leaving for the witches hut. 

• After leaving the market, a wandering bard speaks of the witches hut out in the swamps, and 
the perils of the swamps and of the witch. 

• Travel through the swamp and defeat attacking outcasts. 

• Upon nearing the witches hut, magic occasionally makes the player feel dizzy. The player must 
traverse through traps while swaying back and forth. 

• Player must defeat a swamp troll that stands between him and the witches hut. 

• Arrive at witches hut 

Side quest: There is a villager at the marketplace who has lost her husband’s heirloom. You are told that 
one of the recent outcasts have stolen it and attacked her family and guards and is a dangerous man. 
You must leave the village and defeat outcasts. The tenth outcast (unbeknown to the player) defeat will 
give / drop the heirloom. The player has the choice of (1)keeping it, (2)selling it or returning the 
(3)heirloom. 

Reward: Varies based on the choice. 

1. Grants small bonus to health for the player when worn. 
2. Sells for 60 gold 
3. Will receive 100 gold 

 

Section 2: Seeking out the witches advice 
Objectives: 

• After meeting the witch, she clearly recognizes the sword and shield you wield. You must seek 
out a glowing teal mushroom from the middle of the swamp and bring it back to the witch for 
her to use her magic on the sword. 

• There are hordes of skeletons, swamp trolls and earth golems that attack the player in waves 
after the player grabs the mushroom on the trip back. The player must defeat them to progress. 



• Return the mushroom to the witch 
 

Side Quest: The witch gives the player a potion that makes the enemies he will fight (swamp trolls, 
skeletons and earth golems) easier to kill and take less damage from them while in the swamp. Or, if the 
player succeeds without drinking the potion the player will be given permanent strength and power. 

Rewards: If the player makes it back to the witch without drinking the swamp potion, the player returns 
the potion to the witch and in return receives a potion that gives the player a moderate permanent 
boost to the player’s health, damage and protection. 

 

 

 

 

Section 3: The swords power 
Objectives: 

• The witch takes the mushroom and asks for you to give her the sword and shield. Immediately 
upon losing contact with the sword and shield, you pass out and wake up in another world. It is 
just a plane of existence with the demon in the middle of a dark room. 

• The player must defeat the demon without the sword and shield. 

• After defeating the demon, the player is told about what happened by the witch and that he can 
never let go of the sword and shield again or else he will die. 

• The player is then tasked to return to his mountain village with a remedy that will make him feel 
better from the demon encounter. 

Reward: Story progression and understanding of the world. The sword and shield are now more 
powerful for added damage and damage resistance. The player is also given either the permanent boost 
from the side quest to his stats or a permanent boost against enemies within the swamp territory. The 
player is also rewarded with a remedy that works as a necessary mini-game as well as 100 coins. 

 

  



Witches Hut Beat Sheet 
Below is a legend to the following beat sheet’s that show what minute to minute gameplay will look like 
for each section of the arc. 

Legend Color Association 
Travel – Movement from 1 area to another. May 
include small pockets of random combat. 

 

Combat – Fighting with artificial intelligent 
characters 

 

Cinematic – Either an animated clip, with or 
without player control, or dialogue with non-
player characters 

 

Boss Fight – Boss fight. Higher level of difficulty 
and more critical thinking. Specially scripted.  

 

Puzzle – Challenge that requires mental thinking 
to solve in order to progress. 

 

Side Quest – Represents optional or bonus 
quests that lend itself to the main arc. May be a 
part of the main quest, but requires additional 
objectives or difficulty for completion. 

SQ 

 

Section 1: Head to Witches Hut 
      SQ        
Total time: 14 minutes 

Section 2: Seeking the Witches Advice 
  SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ 
Total Time: 17 minutes 

Section 3: The Sword’s Power 
               
Total Time: 15 minutes 

  



City Defense Arc: 

Overview: 
After finishing a previous quest arc, the player arrives at the central city to turn in the quest. Upon 
nearing the village, the player is asked to come to the aid of the city immediately as it is currently under 
attack. The player will have to defend the city from the onslaught and seek out the root cause of the 
attack and resolve it. 

Section 1: Find out what is going on 
Objectives: 

• Navigate the city, killing any enemies in the way. 

• Save the priest and mayor who are under attack in the church. 

• Learn why the outcasts are attacking 

Side Quest: Save villagers who are being attacked within their homes. There is a total of 8 villagers that 
can potentially be saved. 

Reward: Every villager saved in their house will reward you within varying range between 20-60 gold. If 
every villager is saved, the player will end up with a total of 350 gold. The random values are random 
but pre-calculated randomly to total 350 if all are saved. 

 

 

Section 2: Eliminate the root cause 
Objectives: 

• Get to the mountain in the middle of the island and enter it safely. 

• Reach the top of the mountain 

• Defeat the head of the outcasts, Shadfield 

Side Quest: The player has the opportunity to knock out instead of killing the attacking outcasts. They 
are explicitly told this by the priest from earlier. Knocking them out is more difficult than killing. 

Reward: Not killing any of the outcasts will reward in a bonus of 200 gold and a moderate permanent 
boost to health. 

Section 3: Save the village 
Objectives: 

• Defeating Shadfield was not enough. The player must rush down the mountain with the 
corruption stone taken from Shadfield’s corpse and use it on all the remaining outcasts attacking 
the city.  

• Fight against time. The longer it takes the more villagers that are killed. 



Reward: The player is rewarded 500 gold and a large permanent boost to damage and defenses as well 
as honor for his heroism. The player’s character is made into a statue and is built to stand tall in front of 
the cities church. 

 

City Defense Beat Sheet: 
Below is a legend to the following beat sheet’s that show what minute to minute gameplay will look like 
for each section of the arc. 

Legend Color Association 
Travel – Movement from 1 area to another. May 
include small pockets of random combat. 

 

Combat – Fighting with artificial intelligent 
characters 

 

Cinematic – Either an animated clip, with or 
without player control, or dialogue with non-
player characters 

 

Boss Fight – Boss fight. Higher level of difficulty 
and more critical thinking. Specially scripted.  

 

Puzzle – Challenge that requires mental thinking 
to solve in order to progress. 

 

Side Quest – Represents optional or bonus 
quests that lend itself to the main arc. May be a 
part of the main quest, but requires additional 
objectives or difficulty for completion. 

SQ 

 

Section 1: Find out what is going on 
 SQ SQ SQ   SQ SQ  SQ SQ SQ       
Total Time: 18 minutes 

Section 2: Eliminate the root cause 
SQ SQ SQ  SQ  SQ  SQ  SQ   SQ SQ     SQ 
 

SQ SQ                
Total Time: 36 minutes 

Section 3: Save the Village 
                
Total time: 16 minutes 



Mini-Games: 

Salve application 
With the requirement ever since the player has found out the curse of their mighty sword and shield, 
the player must mix together and apply a salve ever in game day. The salve is put together by mixing 
together the correct ingredient in order according to a list that moves slow enough for the player to see 
the right ingredients but must act quickly to get all the proper ingredients into the mixture. After 
gathering the mixture, the player will then have patterns to follow based on an image that will quickly 
flash on the screen. The player will then apply the mixture in the same pattern as the image onto the 
characters skin for best results. 

Reward 

Successfully mixing and applying the salve will restore the character to full health and not have to do the 
salve application for another in game day. If the player fails, they lose some additional health and have 
to do it again. If the player runs out of health they die. If the player does it perfectly, they don’t have to 
do it for 2 in game days instead of 1. 

Bartering 
With merchants being more old fashion, they are open to the concept of bartering for goods since most 
of their prices are outrageous anyways. When you go to purchase a good, you have the option to 
suggest a price that’s higher or lower. If you suggest a higher price, the merchant will always accept it 
without thinking twice. If you try to suggest something lower, different merchants will be more open to 
suggestion than others. Some merchants will then try to increase the price or stay at their current price. 
Some merchants will be willing to accept your suggestion or suggest a price more in between. Different 
merchants are more resilient than others to bartering, while others are more or less open to multiple 
bartering attempts. Some are so resilient to bartering that they will make you pay a higher price than 
originally asked because they don’t like barters. 

Reward 

Pay a lower price for goods and equipment.  

Horse Riding 
A part of the game’s progression is to utilize a horse for a form of transportation. When the player is 
riding the horse, they can time a button click to the taps of the on screen prompts to make the horse 
run faster. Players can also give the horse more energy by feeding it food before they hop on for a ride. 
Doing so will allow for faster speeds along with the timing of the button clicks 

Reward 

More interesting and faster transportation. 

  



Enemies: 

Outcasts 

Background: 
Cities all across Verden have been full for the past 60 years and as a result, they have no longer been 
keeping prisoners, and instead have been abolishing them from the cities, and branding their face with 
the mark of a criminal, making it so that they cannot move to another city. As a result, they have created 
their own packs and stick together to help each other survive the wilderness. They often prey on 
travelling individuals and caravan’s to try and steal food and equipment to help them survive. 

Appearance: 
The outcasts look beat down, roughed up and wear ragged scattered pieces of cloth for clothes. 
Occasionally you’ll see a few with fancy equipment from villagers and guards as a part of their wardrobe, 
but most of it is shambles. They all clearly have a mark branded onto their face. Always the same mark. 

Health:  
Low 

Attack: 
The outcasts are always melee fighters, whether it is with fists, daggers, swords, blunt weapons or 
woodcutting axes.  They are not skilled fighters and tend to have sloppy and lazy swings. They fight with 
brute force, constantly barraging with attacks. 

Defense: 
Outcasts do not have any protective armor. They are weak to physical blows but are completely 
unprotected from any sharp object. 

Damage: 
Outcasts do very little damage, but try to attack many times quickly in succession. Once they get a single 
hit in, they will attack faster and faster out of desperation to push their advantage. If an attack is 
dodged, they are very likely to trip and fall to the ground. If they get an attack off, the damage is low. 

Behaviour: 
They surround their enemies with their larger numbers and attack very aggressively. They do not wait 
for one of their allies to stop fighting. If one goes to attack, 30% of the pack will try to attack at the same 
time. They attack quickly, do not attempt to block and lose their balance if an attack is dodged. When 
they are weak (1/4 or less health) they will try to throw their weapons out of desperation and will try to 
surrender instead of dying (1/2 of the pack is dead). 

 

 



Skeletons 

Background: 
In dark murky areas, once all their skin is rotted away the skeletons of the dead shall rise due to a curse 
on the land. This is why instead of burying the dead, the citizens of Verden always burn the corpses of 
their loved ones and crush the bones, as to not have skeletons attacking from the grave. This does not 
stop long lost travelers who once died in caves and swamps and forests to come back as attacking 
skeletons. 

Appearance: 
Dirty bones 

Health: 
Low 

Attack: 
Melee: They will attack with whatever weapon they have, whether it is a stick, sword, mace, etc. they do 
not care. Some will also wield a shield. Their attacks are slow and weak. They cannot wield larger 
weapons. 

Ranged: They wield either a bow or throwing weapons. 

Defense: 
They do not have any defense. 

Damage: 
Skeletons are weak but are much more accurate and precise. They do small damage. Ranged skeletons 
do less damage then melee. 

Behaviour: 
Melee: The skeletons will never rest. They will always progress towards the player and attack when they 
get close. Their attacks are slower, but they are accurate. 

Ranged: Ranged skeletons shoot slower arrows that can only reach 10 yards away as their shots are 
weak. They will also always try to attack the player and will never retreat, even if the player gets close. 

 

 

 



Earth Golem 

Background: 
When the last owner of the sword and shield of power died, so too did all the Earth Golems of the 
world. Now that they sword and shield of power has been taken up by another individual, the earth 
golems rise again to try and return them into the earth and out of the hands of indidivduals. 

 

Appearance: 
Earth golems look like giant round monsters of mud, dirt, rock and grass with legs and arms. 

Health: 
High 

Attack: 
The golems utilize their arms, bodies and rocks as their weapons. 

Defense: 
The rocks body is covered in rock and take reduced damage from sharp weapons. They take increased 
damage to crushing weapons such as maces and shield bashes. 

Damage: 
Earth golems deal moderate damage in slower attacks. Their rocks do significantly more damage than 
their physical attacks. They also try to use their bodies to deal a lot of damage. 

Behaviour: 
Earth Golems attack very slowly and are easy to dodge their basic physical attacks. If a player avoids 5 
physical attacks in a row, the golem will attempt to fall on the player dealing moderate damage and 
stunning the player temporarily under the golem, making the player invulnerable. When the golem gets 
up, the player is still temporarily stunned as they get up, but are now vulnerable to other enemy attacks. 
The golem will squish other enemies as well if they fall on them. If the player is between 15 to 40 yards 
from the player and in line of sight for 2 or more seconds, the golem will periodically pull rocks from the 
ground and throw it at the player. While the golem is pulling the rock out of the ground and pulling their 
arm back, they set the position of the throw to the current player’s location. As soon as they start 
throwing the rock and while it’s in the air, the rock will go to that set position, regardless of the player’s 
movement. The rock will hurt other enemies as well as the player. They will try to throw a rock every 5 
seconds. Earth golems are always aggressive. 

 



Swamp Trolls: 

Backstory: 
Swamp trolls are the reincarnation of men who have died from drowning in the swamps and have been 
revitalized due to some witches dark magic. They are based on a human who has had their entire upper 
body extended dramatically. 

Appearance: 
They have very short legs, with tall bulky bodies and arched backs. They have large heads and very large 
muscular arms. They wear tattered clothing with ripped shirts and tattered shorts or ripped pants. Their 
skin coloring is dark blues and greens and always has nauseating warts, acne and rumpled facial hair. 

 

Health: 
High 

Attack: 
The swamp trolls wield large stumps that are either found rotting or ripped from the swamp trees. They 
wield them like a mace, crushing everything they see. 

Defense: 
The trolls as a part of the magic are constantly rotting and regenerating at the same time. As a result, if a 
troll is not being constantly berated with attacks, they will start regenerating their wounds and health 
over time. 

Damage: 
They deal high crushing damage. They attack in quick bursts of heavy damage, but then require time to 
attack again. They take a long time to find their target and turn slowly, but once they find it, they will 
start smashing everything within the area they last saw their target with fast paced high damage attacks. 

Behaviour: 
Their legs are slow and weak while their upper body is extremely powerful and strong. They will slowly 
seek out targets, and once they are found and are close enough, they will repeatedly and quickly smash 
everything seen within a proximity of that location. After constantly attacking a location and causing the 
ground to shake for 5 seconds, they stop and try to find a target again. If their target is outside their 
range they will very slowly walk to it if it is within 10 feet but outside of melee range. If the target is 
further than 10 feet the Swamp Troll will use their massive arms to help propel themselves forward and 
cover distances extremely quickly. They are extremely aggressive creatures. If they are not damaged 
within 3 seconds of the last attack, they will start regenerating their life at a speed of 1% every 2 
seconds. 

 



Shadfield: 

Backstory: 
After being wrongly convicted on counts of murder, Shadfield sought out dark revenge against the city 
he once was a happy citizen of. He sought out a witch to the south and was given a dark crystal that 
made him move and attack faster as well as became more intelligent and charismatic. With this, he also 
became more evil and didn’t just want revenge on the person who framed him, but the entire city that 
abolished him and he swore that he would gain an army (of outcasts) and retake the city and make it his 
own. 

Appearance: 
Unlike the other outcasts, he is very clean looking, with full battle ready armor and weapons. He is very 
strong, stoic and beaming of confidence. He also bears the mark of a criminal on his face which he 
shows with pride. 

Health: 
Very high 

Attack: 
He wields a flail and a mace, to represent his spinning personality between stoic heroism and ruthless 
evil. 

Defense: 
His armor is very strong, able to withstand powerful attacks. His weak spot is his head as he wears no 
helmet in order to best show his criminal markings. 

Damage: 
His attacks are much more precise and deliberate, never giving up speed for damage or vice versa. He is 
a lot more defensive and requires baiting of attacks in order to properly get a chance to strike. 

Behaviour: 
Shadfield is a very strong and worth opponent. He is smart and defensive, waiting for an opportunity to 
strike and blocking most attacks. The only time he is left open to attack is when he himself is lunging or 
reaching up to attack. He plays defensive until he is at 1 / 4 health where he gets upset with how things 
are going and rages out in bloodlust and goes into an all-out attack of recklessness. 

 
 

 

 

 

  



Enemy Groupings: 
Difficulty Range: 

Difficulty is based on a scale of 1-10 with 1 being the easiest, 10 being the hardest. 1 Is a difficulty of 
low, meaning it is extremely easy for someone who is familiar with video game controls to defeat the 
enemies with ease. A difficulty of 5 is an average difficulty for an experienced video game player. It 
provides a challenge, but should be able to accomplish without dying. A difficulty of 10 is of extreme 
difficulty, requiring that even a veteran video game player will have to retry a few times in order to learn 
everything about the encounter and to defeat it. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 

Rite of Passage Arc: 
1. 6 Outcasts (melee): Usually a collection of Outcasts. They are easy to defeat, but become harder 

once half of them have been beaten. With only half of them left, they enrage out of desperation 
and become more difficult. 

2. 15 Outcasts (melee): Ups the difficulty of the basic outcast encounter. Also makes the player 
feel good about being able to defeat a lot of enemies at once. 

3. 2 Skeletons (melee):  Simple melee skeletons. More powerful than an Outcast. 
4. 2 Skeletons (melee) 2 Skeletons (ranged): Simple melee skeletons but now has ranged 

skeletons in the back to make the encounter more difficult and to add a dynamic that makes the 
player think a bit more, without getting difficult. 

5. 4 Skeletons (melee): Requires timing and kiting to deal with multiple melee skeletons at a time. 
6. 5 Skeletons (ranged): Forces the player to fight against ranged enemies and learn how to utilize 

the shield more rather than only brute force. 
7. Earth Golem: Acts as an increase of enemy difficulty. 
8. 1 Earth Golem and 2 Skeletons (melee): Takes the difficulty of the golem further by adding in 

skeletons as an opposing force. 
9. 1 earth Golem and 3 Skeletons (ranged): Keeps the player on his toes, having to deal with 

different combinations of Earth golem chasing him down and throwing rocks, while archers are 
constantly shooting at him. 

10. Swamp Troll: A sophisticated increase of difficulty for just a single creature. 
11. 1 Swamp Troll and 2 Earth Golems: Takes the most difficult creatures so far and puts them 

together. The combination of quick moving melee and slow moving golems to throw rocks 
makes kiting very difficult. 

12. 2 Swamp Trolls: As if one wasn’t difficult enough! 
13. 2 Swamp Trolls and 5 skeletons (ranged): With the combination of swamp trolls and ranged 

skeletons, it makes the encounter extremely difficult to handle. 
14. Shadfield: The first encounter with Shadfield is simpler then the swamp trolls and skeleton 

fights seen previously. Still very difficult. 
15. Shadfield and 10 Outcasts: Now with the assistance of his outcast army, he has become the 

most difficult encounter in the game.  



NPCs: 

Mountain Village Elder: 

Backstory: 
The Mountain Village Elder is the position of the person who is knowledgeable, wise and dedicated to 
the success of the village. They are the leader who knows as much about everything as possible. If a 
mysterious artifact or person is found, the elder will either know what to do with it or know where to go 
to find out more about it. This title is always trained by the previous elder to the next in line who is 
chosen by the current elder. He is also the player’s grandfather. 

Appearance: 
Older man wearing mostly robes or rich cloths that stand out as some of a position of wealth and power. 
He looks wise and worn from the years of burden and knowledge. He looks humble and very 
approachable, but looks frail yet powerful. 

Purpose: 
The Elder’s purpose is to guide the player in the start of their journey and is the one who helps the 
player the most and guides him on his quest. 

 

Wicked Witch Helga 

Backstory: 
As one of the wicked witches of Verden she has turned aside from the other wicked witches and has 
become more helpful to those who are in dire need and of importance to the world. She can tell when 
someone is filled with true fateful importance versus that of nobility who think they are important. She 
keeps up her wickedness against regular folk but is open, kind and helpful to the ones who she sees as 
important. 

Appearance: 
She has a long nose, warts covered and very old and grey hair. She is short, wearing black and brown 
dresses with a black pointed hat. She is always seen with a couple of potions, ingredients books and a 
small staff. She has large green eyes that appear to be full of kindness, but are held with a wicked stare. 

Purpose: 
She is the one who will tell the player of his burdens and let him know of what his future will hold. She is 
the player’s turning point from common man to hero. 

 

 

 



Middletown Mayor: 

Backstory: 
Known as the man who is kind, considerate and filled with stories of conquest, he is a man who has seen 
the world and come back to Middletown knowing that this is the central city where he can make the 
biggest impact. Known as a hero to the people, he guards them with law and with his mace. The people 
adore him as the mayor and trust him very much. 

Appearance: 
He is very tall and muscular man, starting to show his age as he is growing older in his hair and facial 
structure. He always is seen wearing some of the finest armor in the land, because it is powerful armor 
but is almost effortless for him to wear, because he is always ready for something bad to happen. 

Purpose: 
He is the mayor of Middletown who lets you know what’s going wrong, seeks out your assistance for 
future mission arc’s and rewards heavily whenever you make the more morally correct choice. 
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